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Date:  August 27, 2019 

Time:  11:30 AM 

Location: Clubhouse, 655 West Vistoso Highlands Dr 

Roll Call: Ron Stefanski – Chairperson 
  Tom Buckett - Committee Member 

Gordon McGlinchey – Committee Member 
  Cathy Hatcher - Committee Member 
   
Owners:  Kathy Wallace, Brenda Kraft 
 

Call to Order: 11:01am. All ARC members present with Tom Buckett via phone, two owners 
present. 
  
Chairperson Stefanski called the meeting to order. Member Buckett made motion to approve 
04/15/19 meeting minutes, seconded by Member Hatcher. Unanimously approved. 
 
Chairperson Stefanski stated that warranty work had been completed on pool deck and 
parking lot coating.  
 
Spa blower project was cancelled as unable to locate piping which is most likely under pool 
deck.  
 
Pavers have been removed with assistance of Member Hatcher arranging for removal. No cost 
on removal.  
 
Sidewalk north of pool completed and dirt/gravel replenishment scheduled to begin on 
August 28, 2019. 
 
Flagstone removal in front of building 14 and 21, with usable pieces being repurposed to 
widen and improve flagstone walkway by building 22, waiting on bids. Discussion occurred 
regarding getting additional bids as AAA has yet to submit a bid. Member Hatcher to seek 
additional bid(s) which would include maintenance of flagstone walkway. 
 
Member McGlinchey advised that he and Chair Stefanski met with Technicians For 
Sustainability (TFS) regarding solar project.  Locations discussed were Clubhouse roof, carport 
in front of building one (1) and garage roof south of Clubhouse and possibly creating carport in 
front of mailboxes/clubhouse. Due to panels weight carport at bldg. 1 would need to be 
reconstructed. Roof repairs at Clubhouse would need to be completed prior to installation. 
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Additional companies will be met with and if/when appropriate companies would be asked to 
attend meeting with owners on subject. 
 
The inner corridor lighting was discussed and Member McGlinchey to seek additional 
information to replace current globes. This project would be independent of solar project. 
Information will also be sought on replacing globes on stairwells to second floor of buildings. 
 
The turf is covered under warranty per Tucson Turf but does not include labor. They have 
agreed to cut labor in half resulting in a total bill of $2,000. Owner of unit whose renter 
caused damage has been invoiced for this amount. Work is scheduled to begin September 23 
and completed by/on September 25, 2019.   
 
Kathy Wallace asked who is responsible for cleaning/maintenance of second floor landing as 
issue with material from parking lot leaving residue. HBS maintenance (Gil) would be 
responsible for cleaning. Chair Stefanski will be walking grounds with Lexi Hamlin in near 
future and will check each building to determine where cleaning is needed. 
 
The blinds that the Board had agreed to have painted have been completed. Letter concerning 
wind chime (nuisance under CC&R) and torn screens at a unit were to be sent by HBS.  
 
Chair Stefanski raised the issue of acceptable replacement doors if a unit owner 
wanted/needed to replace their front door. Discussion followed with Chair Stefanski to 
continue to research if any similar doors even exist. Member Hatcher mentioned there is a 
company that will refurbish doors. 
 
Following up on request from last ARC meeting concerning utility boxes and exterior water 
pipe color inquiries have been made Request was to go to desert beige. Cost to cover water 
pipe in front of each building may be cost prohibitive but could be painted by HBS 
maintenance as time allowed. At this time painting will be the recommended course of action 
but bid will be sought. TEP arrived during meeting and Chair Stefanski met with their 
representative who advised that he could not give permission to paint, although he knows 
some complexes have done so. He advised that a supervisor/hire up may approve but that if 
approved it should be in writing. Their concern about approving is to ensure that labeling is 
not covered and current color is intentional to ease in locating boxes. TEP also advised that if 
not formally approved and an issue came up that the HOA would be charged to remedy. Chair 
Stefanski to request HBS to attempt to speak with a TEP supervisor to get a definitive answer. 
 
Tucking pointing of Clubhouse pillars was briefly discussed. Although not an urgent issue a bid 
will be sought for future consideration. 
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Due to the damage of the turf it was discussed whether to explore the addition of a camera to 
better cover the turf area. Owner Jim Multerer had expressed his willingness to have a camera 
mounted off his balcony. After discussion, camera options will be explored further.  
 
Due to unauthorized dumping, particularly in the dumpster near building 5, discussion 
occurred regarding the use of cameras to possibly deter some dumping. It was agreed to 
further explore this option as it would be a minimal cost. Also discussed was adding signage 
stating that area may be under surveillance in conjunction with cameras. 
 
Discussion occurred regarding a unit owner requesting to place a surveillance camera in the 
common area and whether ARC would approve. After discussion it was decided that a door 
bell with camera (Ring type) would be approved by the ARC. Further information will be 
sought concerning traditional home security type cameras. Member Buckett stated that a few 
years ago an owner had requested placing a camera on their patio due to someone possibly 
trying to enter via their patio door, the request was approved but unknown if owner actually 
placed a camera on their patio. 
 
Screen color and weave (UV blocking level) was discussed as when Chair Stefanski and Lexi 
Hamlin walked grounds three (3) units had black screens but appeared to be closer to screen 
color than high UV blocking weave.  They had not been noted as an issue during January ARC 
walk through of complex. Additional information will be sought concerning those screens as 
to whether within compliance and to provide guidelines for the ARC to use. Ultimately it may 
be presented to Board of Directors for guidance. Member Hatcher and Chair Stefanski had 
samples of both shades and screens for future reference once guidelines established. Member 
Buckett shared that his research indicated that when the color scheme was presented by the 
board and approved in late 2015 for the painting of the complex, complimentary screen colors 
were chosen, too. The master association allows brown, black or desert toned screens, with a 
preference for desert tones. The then VRC board chose to go with the desert tones for our 
complex and rules were written accordingly. There were no objections noted. When the dark 
screens were found by the ARC during our walk through in January it was felt that the ARC 
should not be making the decision on how to handle the violations, which included doors and 
blinds. The Board was asked how the ARC should handle. The Board decided the rules needed 
to be enforced as is. Based on that and the decision to offer to pay for units to be compliant if 
it met certain parameters set forth, including installation of items greater than 3 years ago, 
the ARC proceeded. 
 
Meeting Adjourned at 12:42pm 


